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Special service troops carried out a minor reconnaissance raid

in the early hours of to-day on the enemy-occupied coast of France

in the Boulogne-Le Touquet area. Valuable information was obtained.

Re-embarkation of our troops by units of the Royal Navy was covered

by aircraft of the R.A.F. Fighter Command.

Bremen was attacked by a strong force of our bombers last night
in good weather.

Two fighter sweeps were mode over Northern France yesterday

morning. Late in the afternoon Bostons with a large fighter escort

bombed the docks at Cherbourg and Le Havre. Three German fighters
were destroyed during the day’s operations. Four of our own are missing.

On the previous night, in addition to our attack on Esson and

other objectives in the Ruhr reported in yesterday’s communique, our

bombers attacked the docks -at Dieppe and mines were laid in enemy waters.

Fighters attacked air-fields and railway and industrial targets in

occupied territory. 14 of our aircraft are missing from operations.

Last night bombs which were dropped in a coastal district in the

south of England caused some damage and a small number of casualties.

5 enemy aircraft were destroyed, one over this country and 4 near their

bases in Northern France.

In Libya our armoured forces late on June 2 drove the enemy out

of Tamar. Strong point about 6 miles west of Knight abridge. The

enemy are known to have lost at least fourteen tanks in this engagement.
Another attack on our position at Bir Hakeim developed yesterday.
Italian troops and some German tanks approached our positions, but the

attack was not pressed home. Our columns in the neighbourhood attacked

the enemy in the roar. A large number of stukas also attacked Bir

Hakeim and were successfully engaged by our air forces.

On June 2, enemy mechanised units north of Bir Hakeim were bombed,
and our fighters were active in the forward area. On the previous

night the submarine base at Augusta in Sicily was raided. Three of our

aircraft are missing but the pilot of one is safe.

Air activity over Malta yesterday and on the previous night was slight.

R.A.F. bombers, all of which returned safely, on June 2 attacked

objectives on Oyester Island off Akyab Harbour on the Burmese coast.

In the Pacific area, allied aircraft attacked objectives at Rabaul.
Enemy submarines attacked two small cargo vessels 35 miles east of

Sydney and another ship 225 miles south of the port.
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